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Account is taken of the interaction of elastic waves with second sound in the magnon gas in ferromag
nets. This interaction leads to an increase in the velocity of the elastic waves with increasing tem
perature, and to the appearance of two maxima on the plot of the relative damping decrement rjw 
against the frequency. 

1. The problem of the interaction of elastic waves (first 
sound) with temperature waves (second sound) in die
lectrics has been recently considered in a number of 
papers [1-41. A study of such coupled elastic-temperature 
waves makes it possible to relate the microscopic 
processes of interaction of elementary excitations of 
the lattice with the fundamental macroscopic charac
teristic of the elastic and thermal properties of the 
medium-the complex elastic-modulus tensor, which 
takes into account the spatial dispersion. 

Unlike dielectrics, in ferrodielectrics there can 
exist, besides the second sound in the gas of Debye 
phonons, also second sound in the magnon gas. The 
conditions for the existence of second sound in a mag
non gas were investigated by Gurzhi[ 5 l and by 
Gulyaev[6 l. In the region of sufficiently low tempera
tures, only long-wave phonons and magnons with fre
quencies far from magnetoacoustic resonance are ex
cited, and therefore their interaction can be neglected. 
Under these conditions, the second sound in the phonon 
and magnon gases can be considered independently 1>. It 
is shown in[4 ' 5 l that the velocity of second sound in a 
phonon gas is smaller than the velocity of first sound, 
so that the unperturbed frequencies of the first and 
second sound are not equal. To the contrary, in a mag
non gas, these frequencies can become equal, since the 
velocity of second sound depends strongly on the tem
perature, and a temperature T* may exist such that 
the unperturbed first-sound velocity s 01 becomes equal 
to the unperturbed second-sound velocity s 02• At this 
temperature it is necessary, of course, to satisfy the 
inequality Tu < TN ( T-1 is the frequency of magnon 
collisions with momer!l"um loss, and Tj:/ is the frequency 

of the normal collisions); this inequality is required for 
the existence of second sound. Allowance for the inter
action between the first and second sounds leads to a 
change in their velocities, which is maximal when So1 

~ s 02 and is determined by the quantity S12 

~ ( T* cv / p )11 2 ( cv is the specific heat of the magnons 
and p is the crystal density). Observation of such a 
change in velocities is possible if the total damping 

1 lFor the same reason, we shall henceforth take into account only 
processes of scattering of long-wave first-sound by magnons and its 
interaction with second sound in a magnon gas, far from magnetoacous
tic resonance. 

decrement of such oscillations, r, due to all the dis
sipative processes, satisfies the inequality 

f(T*) < qs12, 

( q is the wave vector of the sound). It will be shown 
below that the contribution made to r by the interaction 
with the magnons (under the considered conditions) is 
of the order of T u ( T*) + w 2 TN( T* ). It is necessary to 
take into account in r also the contribution ~w 2 T' 
from the scattering by thermal phonons ( T 1 --relaxation 
time of the thermal phonons). Thus, the last inequality 
can be rewritten in the form 

--:-;c=-:---,----;:-;q s 12 > 1. 
..:u-1 (T")+ w2 [..:N(T")+..:'(T')] 

This inequality may not be satisfied, but if Tu < TN, 
then the existence of second sound in the magnon gas 
should lead, according to our calculations, to an in
crease (and not to a decrease, as usual) in the velocity 
of first sound when T approaches T*. 

For an experimental observation of the effects due 
to second sound in the magnon gas, it is more conven
ient, in our opinion, to investigate the temperature and 
frequency dependences of the relative damping decre
ment r1/w of first sound. We shall show subsequently 
that if the second sound in the magnon gas exists, then 
the function r 1/ w has two maxima, the first near the 
point w ~ Tu and the second near w ~ TN. We present 
below a derivation and an analysis of the formulas for 
the frequencies and damping decrements of the waves 
of first and second sound. 

2. To describe the interaction of the sound with the 
magnons it is necessary to have an expression for the 
magnetoelastic-energy density. We confine ourselves 
to the continuous-medium approximation, which is 
convenient for the description of long-wave excitations. 
The magnetoelastic energy density of a medium with 
arbitrary symmetry can then be represented in the 
form [?J 

aM. aM. + G~~v6~vMaMiJUv6U~v + Fce~v6~v--- Uv6U~v, (1) axa ax~ 
where M(r) is the magnetization vector, uaj3 is the 
deformation tensor, and g, f, G, and F are the tensors 
of the magnetoelastic constants and depend on the sym
metry of the medium. 
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As usual, when spin waves are introduced, we as
sume the fluctuations of M(r) about the equilibrium 
value M0 to be small, meaning that 

M(r) = Mo + M'(r), JMoi~JM'J, .MoiiOz; 

In addition we stipulate I M I = I Mo 1. It follows there
fore that M~ = - ( M' 2 + M~ 2 )/2M0 • We substitute this 
representation of IJ{ r ) in \1) and retain only the terms 
quadratic in M~ and M~. In the formula obtained in 

this manner for Wme• we expand M' in a Fourier 
series 

M' (r) = v 211-~o ~ ek ( bk (t) eikr + bk + (t) e-ikr), 
k 

ek is a unit polarization vector, J.i.o is the Bohr mag
neton, and V is the volume of the system. 

After statistical averaging, ( Wme> can be ex
pressed in terms of the single-magnon distribution 
function 

/(k, r, t) = ~ <b •. +b.>e-i(k'-·'''', 
k' 

which characterizes the density of the number of mag
nons with wave number k at the point r and at the in
stant of time t. In the quantum case, when the bk are 
replaced by the second-quantization operators, 
f(k, r, t) is a single-particle density matrix of the 
magnons in the Wigner representation. As a result we 
obtain for the case of weak spatial inhomogeneities, 
I k' - k 1/k « 1, u I k' - k I ~ I aujar I, the formula 

(Wme> = ~ !ca~ (k) Ua~(r) + da~vdk) Ua~Uv6lf (k, r, t). (2) 
k 

The expression in the square brackets in (2) is none 
other than the additions to the unperturbed magnon en
ergy, due to the propagating acoustic waves. The ten
sors Ca(3 and da{3,..15 entering in (2) are determined 
completely by formula (1). In order of magnitude we 
have 

where ®c is the Curie temperature and a is the lattice 
constant. 

3. The magnon distribution function satisfies the 
Boltzmann equation 

Here 

!1 + (vV)/- _!_ ( ae !._) 1 = JN(f) + JU(f) 
at h ar ak . 

e(k, r, t) = e(k) + Ca~Ua~(r, t) + floDuh(r, t), 

s(k) = 211-oHo + l(ak) 2, no= Ho/ Ho, 

(3) 

(4) 

Ho is the constant magnetic field (the sum of the ex
ternal field and of the anisotropy field), J ~ ®c, and 
h(r, t) is the self-consistent magnetic field of the mag
nons. The solution of Eq. (3) should satisfy the local 
energy and momentum conservation laws. Such solu
tions can be constructed, following[ 4J, by introducing a 
local-equilibriur.. magnon distribution function that de
pends on the local values of the energy E(k, r, t ), the 
temperature T(r, t) = T0 ( 1 + J(r, t )), and velocity 
x(r, t ). It will be assumed henceforth that the relaxa
tion to the local equilibrium is due principally to nor
mal collisions, i.e., IN[f] » IU[f] or TN> ri]. The 
functions J ( r, t ) and X ( r, t ) are determined in this 

case by the local energy and momentum conservation 
laws that follow from (3): 

~ (IN Ul+ JU [!]) e (k) dk = 0, 

\" { ~ + (vV )/- ..!....( '!!._!_) t} kdk = \" JU [!] kdk. 
J at h ar ak J 

We can integrate (3) only in the relaxation-time 
approximation, by putting 

JN [!]={to ( e(k, r, t)- ~:t.- e(k)ti) _ f }/•N, 
JU[fl ={to ( s(k, r, ;.o- e(k)ti)- f }/ -ru. 

We then get from (3), in the approximation linear in 
Uaf3• X, J, and h ~ exp[i(wt- q ·r )), the following 
formula for the Fourier components of f: 

ato/ae 
f(k,q,w)=/o(e(k)/To)+ +. 1 w-qv r-r-

x{[ca~Ua~ + flo(Doh)](-qv + i-r-1)- iTN-Ih(kt.)- i-r-1e(k)ti}, 

where 

,-• = -r.v-• + -ru-', v = h-•ae I iik. 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

4. Our problem involves the quantities u, ;>.., J, and 
h. The vector u is determined by the elasticity-theory 
equation; when account is taken of the magneto-elastic 
energy, this equation is of the form 

.. o a'uo iJ 6 
pua-Aa~vo;;-----a =a---<Wme;· 

vX~ Xv X~ 6ua~ 
(8) 

The vector h satisfies Maxwell's equations 
1 .. 4:rt .. 

rot roth +- h = --M 
c2 cz ' 

(9) 

where 

M= !_{Mo--~ ~fdk} H = H0 -!-h. 
H (2:rt)3 • 

The functions X and J satisfy Eqs. (5) and (6). Using 
formulas (2) and (6 )- (9) for the Fourier components of 
u, A., J, and h, we obtain the following system of 
homogeneous linear equations: 

Here 

Aa~u~ + Aa~f.~ +Batt + C a~h~ = 0, 
A~aU~ + :rta~A~ + Pati + Qa~h~ = 0, 

B~u~ + P~t.~ + xti + Rph6 = 0, 
C~aU~ + Q~a~-~ + Rati + Xa~h~ = 0. (10) 

Ao.~ = fJW 26a~- (Aa~o~ + 2< (-qv+ i-r-1 )cayC~o) + 2 (davpo)o)qyq6, 

where 

:rta~ = iw-1h2(-rN-1(w- qv + i-ru-1)kakp), 
x = iw-•<r'(w- qv)e2), 

X at>=-,. c' 2 {6ap [ q2- "',' (1 + 4H:rtMo )l- 'ia'io 
'llt w c 0 J 

w2 4nMo } + --,-~H noano~ + f.lo2n0anop< (-qv + ir') 
c- o 

Aa~ = h(-rN- 1Cayqvk~), Ba = (c'c.,,.,he). 
Ca~ = i(( -qv + i-r-')cavqv>r•onop, 

Pu. = i<•>-1h(-rN-1(w- qv)eka), 
Qap = -ih(tN-'ka>~tono~, Ra = -i'c1e ponoa, 

(_ .. > = _1_r dk( .. ·) at.tae 
(2:rt),J oJ- qv +iT-t 

<. . .>. = ( 2~) 3 S ak( ... )/o. 

(11) 
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Equating the determinant of this system to zero, we 
obtain the dispersion equation for the frequencies and 
for the damping decrement. It is interesting to note 
that the determinant of this system is symmetrical. 
This is not surprising, since the Onsager symmetry 
principle holds for the four fluxes under consideration. 

If we omit the nondiagonal terms of Aaf3, Ba, Caf3, 
Qa/3• and Ra, then the dispersion equation breaks up 
into equations for the elastic waves 

IAa~l =0, 

the temperature waves 

l l'ta~ Pa I = O 
p~ X 

and the electromagnetic waves 

lxa~l = 0. 

A general analysis of the dispersion equation is a 
rather complicated matter, and we confine ourselves to 
a study of the particular case when q 11 H0 , with Tw < 1 
and Tu <TN· Neglecting terms of order s 2/c 2 « 1, 
we obtain from (10) 

(w2 - s12q2 + 2if1w) (w2 - s22q2 + 2if2w) · 

- s122q2 (w2 + 2if3w) = 0. 

Here (when lloHo < T) we have 

s12 = So1 2 - aTcv / p, a ~ 1, 

2 (kve)oo2 w'"tu2 

(12) 

(13) 

82 = 3(k2)oo(e2)oo 1 + w'1:u2 

a28cT so'>2,....... __ 
" fz2 (14) 

where 

8122 = ·- 2(ec33) 002 Tcv 
p(e'>oo p 

Tcv 
ft=-q'1:, 

p 

l" + I 2 2 r, = s,'q' v1 +a ~ -r;u +a' w'1:, 
w 't[,' 

fa= 2w'1:, 

a',........ 1, 

< ... >oo= (2.n:)-•S k'Bf/Bedk( .. . ). 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

In the case when Tuw > 1, the quantities s 2 and r 2 
represent the velocity and the damping decrements of 
the second-sound waves in the magnon gasrs,sJ. 

For the phase velocity and the damping decrement 
of coupled elastic-temperature oscillations we get 
from (12) 

(w/q);., = 1/2(s12 +s2'+s122) ± 1/z[(s,2-s22)2 

+ 2 (s12 + Sz2) s122 + S1z'J"', (19) 

(20) 

We shall consider below only the case S12/s1 << 1. It 
is seen from (19) and (20) that the interaction is most 
significant when s1 = s 2. Such a case is possible in 
principle, since s 2 ~ 10-5 em/sec when T ~lOoK and 
®(; ~ 10 3°K. The oscillation frequency should satisfy 
in this case, of course, the condition wTu > 1. 

When I s1 - s2i << s1 2, the phase velocity of the 
oscillations is described by the formulas 

(w/q)l = s1(1+s1z/s1), (21) 
(w/q) 2 = s,(1-slz/sz), 

and the damping decrement is given by 
ft' = r,';:::: r, + r,;:::: r, + 1/,-ru-1 + aw'1:, a~ 1. (22) 

It follows from (21) that the interaction between the 
first and second sounds leads, in a narrow temperature 
interval AT~ T*s12/ s, to an increase of the velocities 
of both the first and second sounds as T approaches 
T*, whereas allowance for the anharmonicity in solids 
leads to a decrease of the velocity of first sound[4 l. 
From a comparison of these two changes of the sound 
velocity it follows that in ferromagnets the first cause 
is the more significant one, and leads to an increase 
in the velocity of first sound with increasing tempera
ture. The approximate temperature dependence of 
w/q is shown in Fig. 1. 

FIG. l. 

r•· T 

As already noted above, the experimental difference 
in the velocities of the first and second sounds at 
T = T* can be observed only if r < Sd:J.. Formula (22) 
gives an expression for the damping decrement under 
the condition Tu < w < Ti]. From (10) we can also 
calculate the sound damping decrement in other fre
quency intervals. In the region of low frequencies, 
satisfying the inequality w2 TNTU < 1, we can obtain 
the formula 

2 
f ;::;1ft+ 802 q-ru (23) 

1 + <o'1:,2 

When w 2: TU this formula gives a result that agrees 
with (20). From (23) it follows that when w ~ Tu the 

function r 1/w has a maximum. On the other hand, ac
cording to (22), when W ~ ( TUTN f 112 the quantity r1/w 

has a minimum. Near the frequency w ~ TN (as can be 

verified with the equations (10)), r 1/w reaches a second 
maximum, and at w >>TN the value of r 1/w does not 
depend on TN and becomes a constant. The variation of 
rjw described above is shown schematically in Fig. 2. 

r;w 

FIG. 2. 

We recall that our equations (10) are exact only in the 
limit when Tu and TN tend either to zero or to infinity 
(i.e., wT >> 1 and WT « 1 ). In all the intermediate 
frequency intervals these formulas are of the interpo
lation type and in the best case can claim only a qualita
tive description of the phenomenon. 

In conclusion we note that the broader the interval 
( TU < TN) and the closer T is to T*, the more pro
nounced are the maxima on Fig. 2. Experimental ob
servation of such a dependence would make it possible 
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not only to confirm the existence of second sound in a 
magnon gas, but also to measure directly (which is 
more important) the value of TU, which determines 
the magnon part of the thermal conductivity, and also 
TN· Unfortunately, we cannot present reliable esti
mates for TN, and particularly for Tu. 

According to theoretical estimates, the main con
tribution to TN is made by magnon-magnon collisions. 
The order of magnitude of TN near T ~ l0°K, is 
10-9 sec. As to TU, it is very difficult to estimate it, 
because at present there is no experimental method foi 
separating the magnon part of the thermal conductivity 
of ferromagnets. We can therefore only point out the 
optimal conditions for a search of the discussed effect, 
namely maximally pure ferromagnets (to make Tu 
small), a temperature on the order of T* (to satisfy 
the condition s, ~ s 2 ), and frequencies such that 
w <TN~ 10-9 sec-\ but w > Tl]. 

We are grateful to V. P. Silin for a discussion and 
remarks. 
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